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Bring our products to life

Red Dot
news news

1.  Download the Layar app via the Appstore or Playstore on your smartphone or tablet. The  

 app is available for Android and iOS (iPhone/iPad). 

2.  Look for the phone symbol throughout the catalogue to find out what pages have more  

 information to discover. 

3.  Open the Layar app and select the scan button then hold your phone 20-30 cm. from  

 the page. Enjoy films, how-to guides and interesting interactive content that appear on  

 your screen.

Small print can be very dangerous, 
especially when you can’t read it! 
On the Menu in that cosy dimly lit restaurant 
you are thinking larger text would be very 
welcome!
However you find you have forgotten your reading 

glasses!.... Well the XD Design team has found a 

solution for such occasions and designed the Opto. 
The Opto is striking and fun, with a colourful appearance giving razor sharp 

clarity on any text! It should be left readily available on any restaurant table or 

shop counter …or keep it handy in your own bag or chest pocket just for you!

2012 was the year of the Tablet take-over: The demand 
for small tablets (8” or less) has doubled from 2011 to 
2012. Tablets have now become household devices, 
50% share them with family & friends.
This is what we use tablets for!

But using a tablet is also very Eco friendly! Are you 
aware that a normal desktop computer uses about 100 
watt, a laptop about 20 watt and a tablet about 4-5 
watt. So the only thing you have to do now, is buy a 
very good solar charger ... then you can reduce your 
power consumption to the max!

Once again XD Design has been awarded with the prestigious Red Dot 

Design Award and actually for 3 products this year! The Odin (P239.313, 

pag 107) adds design to the traditional torch and combines this function 

with a safety hammer, safety lights and belt cutter all in one handy unit. 

The strong magnets makes it possible to attach the torch to your car 

to use it as an extra safety hazard warning if you have broken down or 

need to fix your car by the roadside. If you have a lower budget but want 

a similar design product then the Thor (P239.323, pag. 109) is available 

without the lights and offers the hammer and belt cutter. We offer these 

two products in the Health and Safety category!  

 

The Press (P261.181, pag 28.) our very handy hand press 

juicer was awarded with the Red Dot Award  with an 

“honourable mention”  for the very clever design of 

the press part which makes an easy job of pressing 

fruits such as lemons or oranges and grapefruits.

Tablets

News Social Network Email

MoviesGames Reading books
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From left to right:
Sarah Miller 
Antoine Persyn 
Shirley Xu 
Ryan McSorley 
Marine Demeyere 
Li Jue 
Liam Fa

“Design is one of the most effective ways to differentiate oneself.  

We don’t think it is about adding features.  

It is about elegant solutions by eliminating unnecessary complexity.”

Behind the excellence of XD Design stands a talented team of designers, who have great insight 

in making an everyday product unique. On top of that, XD Design has a close connection with 

the Central Saint Martins College in London, which is considered one of the world’s greatest 

institutions for arts and design.  

 

Our design studio is located in Shanghai, which gives us the opportunity to have direct access to 

suppliers and factories. This makes it possible to react quickly to new market trends. XD Design 

items are sold in over 35 countries worldwide and we are still Xpanding everyday.
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Aerato

Aerato brings red wine tasting and drinking to a higher 
level of enjoyment. With this easy but complete wine carafe 
you have all in one to air wine, serve wine and pour wine. 
Registered design®

Size 18,9 x ø 20,9 cm.

ø 45 mm.

Aerato red wine carafe

Oxygen is a vital element for life. Aerato brings good 
wines to life, and on top of that looks smart on any 
dining table.

P264.001 
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Gliss Lumm

Lumm brings more atmosphere in serving your beverages. 
With the integrated LED light this carafe is not only very 
functional but also a decoration piece on your serving table. 
Registered design®

Size 25 x ø 10,2 cm.

ø 70 mm.

Gliss brings white wine tasting and drinking to a higher 
level of enjoyment. With this easy but complete wine carafe 
you have all in one to cool wine, serve wine and pour wine. 
Registered design®

Size 25 x ø 10,9 cm.

ø 45 mm.

Lumm water carafeGliss white wine carafe

1

P264.011 P264.021 
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Airo Primo 

Airo Primo is a new way of enjoying wine. It’s an extensive 
set of wine accessories to make sure wine is opened, served 
and kept in the right way. All pieces are housed in the 
accompanying bamboo base. Registered design®

Size 38 x 29,7 x 8,3 cm.

90 x 12 mm.

Airo Primo wine set

A bottle of wine will taste even better when 
accompanied by the right style of accessories no matter 
what year, origin or grape the wine is made of.

P911.921 
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Airo Lux Airo

Airo makes sure your bottle of wine or champagne is closed 
properly so you can enjoy it again the next day. Both pieces 
are housed in the accompanying bamboo base.
Size 18,1 x 21,2 x 6,1 cm.

55 x 12 mm.

Airo Lux is a new way of enjoying wine. It’s a set of wine 
accessories to make sure wine is opened, served and kept 
in the right way. All pieces are housed in the accompanying 
bamboo base. Registered design®

Size 26,1 x 31,7 x 8,4 cm.

75 x 12 mm.

Airo bottle stoppersAiro Lux wine set
P911.901 P911.911 
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Ora

Eon

Eon is the tool for every barman. It’s a stylish, compact and 
easy to use 2 step opener. The integrated foil cutters help you 
remove the foil and with the leveller your bottle is opened 
with 3 simple movements, down, up and up. Enjoy your wine. 
Registered design®

Size 2,2 x 11,3 x 2,1 cm.

30 x 4 mm.

Ora is a very functional and easy to use lever corkscrew. The 
integrated foil cutters help you remove the foil and with the 
leveller your bottle is opened with 2 simple movements, 
down and up. Enjoy your wine. Registered design®

Size 20 x 7 x 18 cm.

14 x 30 mm.

Eon 2 step corkscrewOra lever corkscrew
P911.801 P911.811 
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Stainless steel wine pourer and champagne stopper packed 
in luxury gift box.

Size 10,7 x 11 x 5,1 cm.

ø 20 mm.

Design wine opener, zinc alloy handle with black rubber 
sprayed ABS holder, packed in white magnetic box with 
black inlay.

Size 15,5 x 15 x 4,2 cm.

60 x 60 mm.

Wine & Champagne set

Design wine opener

Corkscrew with lever mechanism made of aluminium with 
metallic red finish, Teflon coated spiral in contemporary gift 
case including ABS stand with integrated foil cutter.

Size 18,4 x 13 x 15,3 cm.

80 x 60 mm.

Executive pull it corkscrew in red

9 piece professional wine set including 2 wine stoppers, 
thermometer, black ABS foil cutter, stainless steel wine 
pourer, stainless steel ring, Rabbit corkscrew and 2 
stainlesssteel spirals. Packed in black MDF box with black EVA 
interior and chrome hinges and lock.

Size 26,8 x 22 x 6,5 cm.

ø 100 mm.

9 pcs professional wine set

P911.262 

P910.281 

P910.244 

P911.359 
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Swirl

Flute

Flute is a luxurious champagne carrier that makes sure 
your bottle of champagne (not included) and the glasses 
(included) arrive safely at their destination. Registered 
design®

Size 29 x 8,8 x 39 cm.

60 x 50 mm.

Swirl is a luxurious wine carrier that makes sure your bottle of 
wine (not included) and the glasses (included) arrive safely 
at their destination. Registered design®

Size 39 x 8,5 x 29 cm.

60 x 50 mm.

Flute champagne carrierSwirl wine carrier
P911.311 P911.301 
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Tin double wall cooler with fabric sleeve around.

Size 20,8 x ø 10,2 cm.

110 x 170 mm.

Stainless steel bucket with sprayed color.

Size 19,5 x ø 12 cm.

40 x 50 mm.

Wine cooler

Cooler bucket

Unique design acrylic ice bucket and bottle chiller, including 
cooler with liquid inside, lid in top part flask shape, one pair 
of tongs and lid to fit bottom part, bottom part with chrome 
rim, packed in black box with line drawings.

Size 45,3 x ø 12,8 cm.

40 x 40 mm.

 - black
 - grey
 - red

3 in 1 wine cooler

 - black
 - white
 - lime

P915.201 
P915.203 
P915.209 

P915.001 
P915.002 
P915.004 

P915.060 
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Jax
James

Cheers
Jax has you enjoying your beverage even before you have 
opened it. The unique 8-shape allows you to open your bottle 
with every side. Registered design®

Size 9 x 5 x 1,5 cm.

20 x 6 mm.

Cheers identifies your glass. The 6 different design stainless 
steel markers make sure no glasses get mixed up at a party. 
Afterwards, simply store them in the pouch, until the next 
party! Registered design®

Size 7,4 x 6 x 0,5 cm.

40 x 20 mm.

Jax bottle cap opener

Cheers glass marker set

James is all you need to start mixing those splendid cocktails. 
James includes a smart cap to measure the exact quantities 
needed and to filter your finished cocktail mix, a high quality 
shaker to mix it all and a muddler and stirrer to give the final 
touch. Registered design®

Size 23,5 x ø 8,2 cm.

ø 30 mm.

James cocktail set

P911.702 

P263.002 

P261.162 
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Press

Press is your vital companion in the kitchen. The 2 
changeable drills make sure you have the right size for each 
fruit. After squeezing your fruits, the glass carafe and it’s 
pourer can go straight to the table so you don’t spill any 
vitamins. Registered design®

Size 20 x ø 11 cm.

35 x 20 mm.

Press hand juicer

The strength of a good design is in the simplicity. The Press is a 
good example, you do not need anything more for a fresh orange 
juice!

P261.181 
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Early Bird Chef

Chef is the tablet stand for all modern and creative chefs. 
The sturdy touch pen makes it easy to use your tablet under 
steamy kitchen circumstances without leaving any traces of 
food on your tablet. Registered design®

Size 3 x ø 12 cm.

40 x 10 mm.

Early Bird coffee mug set is a fun way of drinking your coffee 
or tea. The 2 bird spoons help you in mixing in your milk or 
sugar. Registered design®

Size 14 x 22 x 8 cm.

50 x 3 mm.

Chef tablet stand with touchpen

Early Bird coffee mug set

Early Bird is your fun start of the day that delivers fresh 
coffee for 2. With 350ml capacity of the coffee press, you can 
even get an instant refill. Comes with bird decorated spoons. 
Registered design®

Size 21,8 x ø 8,2 cm.

25 x 20 mm.

Early bird coffee press with cups

P261.171 

P263.037 

P263.107 
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Glu Cocoa

Cocoa is a fondue set that increases the pleasure of desserts. 
Use it with friends, or at the end of a romantic dinner. The set 
includes 4 sticks and a tea light. Registered design®

Size 8,5 x ø 12,4 cm.

15 x 40 mm.

Glu is an all year round carafe set. The included tea light 
can heat up your drinks during those cold winter evenings.
Together with the 2 double wall glasses this is e.g. excellent 
for mulled wine. During the summer time the carafe set 
can be used without tea light for serving all your cool and 
refreshing drinks. Registered design®

Size 30,5 x ø 16,8 cm.

15 x 50 mm.

Cocoa chocolate fondue setGlu mulled wine set with glasses
P263.201 P263.211 
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Pip

Orbit

Pesta
Pesta is all about freshness. Whether you want to make your 
own pesto, smash garlic or grind herbs, Pesta will make sure 
that what you put on the table is fresh. Registered design®

Size 27 x ø 15 cm.

30 x 20 mm.

Orbit is a stylish mouth blown glass globe which can hold 
both oil and vinegar (not included) to dress all your salads. 
Registered design®

Size 9,5 x 9,5 x 13 cm.

30 x 10 mm.

Pesta mortar and pestle

Orbit oil & vinegar set

Pip is the oil & vinegar set for those working with great 
precision. The 2 pipettes make it easy to add the right 
amount of oil or vinegar to your dish. Registered design®

Size 18 x 10 x 19 cm.

25 x 15 mm.

Pip oil & vinagre set

P261.309 

P262.350 

P263.221 
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Tower & Spire Tower & Spire lift your kitchen space to a higher level. These 2 
art pieces are an exclusive gift for anyone who loves cooking. 
The Tower will make sure each of your dishes have the right 
amount of pepper and the Spire will help you when it comes 
to fresh cheese. Registered design®

Size 44 x 25 x 11 cm.

ø 35 mm.

Tower & Spire set

Make a big impact on your guests at the dining table.  
The classy Tower & Spire is guaranteed to do justice  
to your cooking.

P261.629 
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Spire Tower

Tower is a beautiful designed tall pepper mill with ceramic 
grinders and is easy in handling because of it’s slim body and 
it’s rubber finished top. Registered design®

Size 42 x ø 7 cm.

ø 50 mm.

Spire brings fresh parmesan cheese directly onto your plate. 
The tall grater can easily be held in your hand or put onto the 
table. Registered design®

Size 40 x ø 10,8 cm.

ø 35 mm.

Tower pepper mill

Spire cheese grater

 - black
 - red
 - lime

 - black
 - white

 - red
 - lime

P262.572
P262.573

P262.574
P262.577P261.611 

P261.614 
P261.617 
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Blok
Blok is a design cutting board out of rubber wood which 
comes with a sharpener, knife and fork to make cooking 
more fun. The cutting board has foldable handles with anti 
slip grips to present your food nicely on the table. Registered 
design®

Size 49 x 29,5 x 5 cm.

80 x 10 mm.

ABS with rubber spray finish, adjustable ceramic mill, with 
light function. Packed in magnetic gift box.

Size 22 x ø 5,2 cm.

70 x 80 mm.

Blok with 3pcs carving set

AA
8

Electric pepper and salt mill set

Trendy hygienic cutting board set. Dark bamboo cutting 
board 35x25cm, also functions as storage case for 4 hygienic 
PP dishwasher safe cutting boards. Colour and icon indicates 
for what type of food boards should be used.

Size 35,1 x 25 x 3,5 cm.

100 x 50 mm.

Cutting board with 4pcs hygienic boards

P260.079 

P262.323 

P261.219 
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Laxx Stekk

Karve Karve is a stainless steel carving set with a knife and fork 
designed for precision slicing. The set is packed in a neoprene 
pouch to store it. Registered design®

Size 33,5 x 10 x 1,5 cm.

80 x 10 mm.

Stekk is a set of 6 high quality steak knives which are forged 
from a single piece of stainless steel. The knives are packed in 
a neoprene pouch to store them. Registered design®

Size 23 x 20 x 1,5 cm.

100 x 10 mm.

2pcs Karve set in neoprene pouch

6pcs Stekk set in neoprene pouch

Laxx is a special made set for cutting your salmon and 
ham where the stainless steel knife slides easily through. 
It comeswith a rubber wood cutting board with foldable 
handles with anti slip grips to present your food nicely on the 
table.Registered design®

Size 58 x 27,2 x 4,7 cm.

80 x 10 mm.

Laxx board with salmon/ham knife

P260.069 

P260.081 P261.149 
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High quality chef apron made of 35% cotton and 65% 
polyester.

Size 100 x 58 cm.

450 x 350 mm.

High quality easily adjustable apron with two front pockets, 
made of 35% cotton and 65% polyester.

Size 98 x 69,5 cm.

150 x 100 mm.

Chef’s apron

Adjustable apron

 - black
 - white
 - blue

 - green
 - orange
 - brown

P261.001 

P262.711
P262.713
P262.715

P262.717
P262.718
P262.719
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Vlam

Vlam is a table light, ideal for some extra warmth during 
colder days, or for some romantic dim light. Made of iron and 
glass, you can use it indoor as well as outdoor, it will bring 
light and warmth to your table. Registered design®

Size 16,3 x ø 18,3 cm.

30 x 15 mm.

Vlam table fire

A subtle flame brings something extra to the table and 
is fascinating. In this case you even have two options, 
lampoil or a tea light.

P262.521 
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ShineLuma

Shine is your way to be creative with candles in a safe way. 
The 4 pieces can be grouped or used separately to make 
different shapes in your living, dining or bathroom. The 
flexible base allows for candles with different sizes to fit in 
safely. Registered design®

Size 18 x 18 x 3,1 cm.

40 x 30 mm.

Luma is a 2 in 1 stainless steel candle holder set that can hold 
both tea lights and normal candles. The set includes 2 tea 
lights for a dinner at candle light. Registered design®

Size 31 x 24 x 8 cm.

20 x 20 mm.

Shine table chandelier

Luma 2 in 1 candle set

P262.551 

P262.592 
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220g fleece, packed in black 170T polyester string bag.

Size 120 x 150 cm.

120 x 200 mm.

Fleece blanket 220g, size 120x180cm in luxury gift box.

Size 120 x 180 cm.

150 x 100 mm.

Fleece blanket

Fleece blanket in giftbox

Brings cosiness to your table in a safe way with this wick fire.

Size 29,2 x ø 12,7 cm.

35 x 70 mm.

 - black
 - grey
 - red

Table fire

 - black
 - white
 - lime

 - lime
 - black
 - white

 - red
 - blue

P459.600
P459.601
P459.603

P459.604
P459.605

P459.621 
P459.622 
P459.624 

P262.601 
P262.603 
P262.607 
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Opto

Opto will help you avoid those annoying moments where you 
have trouble reading the small letters in a restaurant, bank, 
hotel, or any other place. The timeless design makes him fit 
in any circumstances and makes reading with glasses trendy 
again. Registered design®

Size 17 x ø 3,8 cm.

25 x 6 mm.

Opto reading glasses

 - pink
 - black
 - red

 - blue
 - lime

If you cannot read this, the Opto is a must for you to get!  
With a choice of colours to match your personality.

P262.900
P262.901
P262.904

P262.905
P262.907
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GolGol is the soccer game to replay all those famous cups and 
soccer leagues in style and with even more fun. The 3-3 line 
set up keep the game dynamic while playing but compact 
and easy to take it along on all your trips. Registered design®

Size 55 x 52 x 12,9 cm.

60 x 13 mm.

Time has always been precious but now more than ever. The 
Pomodoro glass timer will make sure you’ll spend your time 
wisely and effectively with the necessary time breaks.

Size 24,5 x 11 x 10 cm.

80 x 10 mm.

Gol tabletop soccer game

Pomodoro time management

Make a list of tasks, 
and choose one to be 
accomplished

Work on the task until 
the Pomodoro time 
management hourglass 
runs out

After every 4 Pomodoros, 
take a longer break to 
refresh your thoughts

Turn your Pomodoro time 
management hourglass

Put a check on your task 
list

Take a short break, about 5 
minutes

Pomodoro 
time management

A simple technique to 
increase productivity

P940.233 

P262.260 
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White sprayed pine wooden box with 3 different brain 
puzzles. Packed in black box with separate blue lid and 
matching blue felt inside and bottom.

Size 18,2 x 7,8 x 7,2 cm.

100 x 50 mm.

Have fun with this game set with 2 decks of playing cards, an 
aluminum ballpoint and a hard cover notebook to keep track 
of the score.

Size 24 x 27 x 2,5 cm.

50 x 80 mm.

3 pcs brain teaser set

Playing cards set

5 in 1 game set including: mikado, playing cards, domino, 
chess and backgammon. White pine wood box 17x17x3,7cm 
with black print chess board at one side of lid and black/red 
printed backgammon board on bottom of box. One side of 
sliding lid for logo imprint. Packed in black box with separate 
red lid and red felt inside.

Size 18,4 x 18,4 x 5 cm.

ø 100 mm.

5 in 1 game set

P940.201 

P940.315 

P940.181 
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Set including 8W (E27 fitting) saving lamp, fridge 
thermometer in Celsius and 5 minutes shower coach with 
silicon suction cup.

Size 14 x 18 x 8 cm.

ø 60 mm.

Set including solar pedometer with 3 buttons and clip 
(counts steps, calories burned and distance travelled in miles/
kilometers) and solar torch with 2 white LED’s.

Size 11,4 x 11,8 x 3,3 cm.

50 x 40 mm.

Home energy saving set

Li-ion

1

Energy saving set

Set including two 7W (E27 fitting) saving lamps, standby 
button for your computer, fridge thermometer in Celsius and 
5 minutes shower coach with silicon suction cup.

Size 15 x 33 x 8 cm.

ø 90 mm.

Home energy saving set extended
P268.053 P268.073 P268.033 
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Set including bird feeder with bamboo recyclable string and 
two bottle clips and cardboard bird house.

Size 12 x 26 x 8 cm.

ø 100 mm.

Set including two plant pots made of biodegradable bamboo 
fibre with 20g soil and sunflower seeds and PP watering can.

Size 13 x 20 x 10 cm.

60 x 40 mm.

Bird setGardening set

Set including 350ml aluminium flask with screw cap and 
climbing hook and 5 minutes shower coach with silicon 
suction cup.

Size 18 x 18 x 8 cm.

ø 80 mm.

Water awareness set

Set including hard craft paper eco notebook with 60 pages 
inside of 70g/m2, PLA ballpoint pen and 10 digit solar 
powered LCD screen calculator in a PLA case with 24 keys.

Size 21 x 26 x 4 cm.

ø 90 mm.

Office set
P268.087 P268.067 P268.023 P268.047 
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Wave Grip

Wave
Wave is a 700ml double wall and vacuum flask in an elegant 
design, awarded with the Red Dot design award. The flask 
contains two matching cups which delivers you a perfect, 
take away drinking experience. Registered design®

Size 33 x ø 8,7 cm.

30 x 80 mm.

Wave Grip is a 700ml double wall and vacuum flask in an 
elegant stainless steel design and contains two matching 
cups with grip to deliver an optimal drinking experience. 
Registered design®

Size 33 x ø 8,7 cm.

35 x 80 mm.

Wave flask

Wave Grip flask with handle

 - black
 - silver
 - red

 - purple
 - black
 - silver
 - green

 - red
 - blue
 - orange
 - light blue

P433.510
P433.511
P433.512
P433.513

P433.514
P433.515
P433.518
P433.519

P433.521 
P433.522 
P433.524 
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Wave Med

Bopp Hot

Bopp Hot is a 600ml double wall flask with matt body, push 
closure and cup with handle in contrasting finish, ideal for the 
trendy coffee drinker. Registered design®

Size 24,5 x ø 7,5 cm.

35 x 60 mm.

Wave Med is a 400ml double wall and vacuum flask in an 
elegant design with matching cup. Registered design®

Size 24,5 x ø 7,2 cm.

35 x 35 mm.

Bopp Hot flask

Wave Med flask

 - purple
 - black
 - silver
 - green

 - red
 - blue
 - orange
 - light blue

 - black
 - white

 - blue
 - green

P433.221
P433.223

P433.225
P433.227

P433.530
P433.531
P433.532
P433.533

P433.534
P433.535
P433.538
P433.539
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500ml aluminum flask with screw cap, carabiner and Swiss 
Peak logo on the front. Registered®

Size 19,2 x 9,5 x 5,3 cm.

50 x 70 mm.

500ml double wall and vacuum flask with unique oval shape, 
closing mug and Swiss Peak logo on top. Registered®

Size 26,6 x 8 x 7,2 cm.

30 x 100 mm.

Swiss Peak waterbottleSwiss Peak Vacuum flask

500ml double wall and vacuum stainless steel flask with push 
closure and cup.

Size 24,5 x ø 6,8 cm.

30 x 80 mm.

Stainless steel flask

 - black
 - silver
 - white
 - red
 - blue

 - grey
 - light blue
 - lime
 - orange

P436.941 P433.941 

P430.111
P430.112
P430.113
P430.114
P430.115

P430.120
P430.125
P430.127
P430.128
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Bopp Cool

Bopp Cool is a design award winning drinking bottle with 
a capacity of 700ml in eco-friendly Tritan™ material. A 
sustainable bottle with an ingenious integrated cooler 
element to cool your drinks from inside the bottle. Registered 
design®

Size 25,7 x ø 9 cm.

30 x 60 mm.

Bopp Cool bottle

 - grey
 - white

 - blue
 - green

The Bopp Cool adds something extra to water and that’s design.  
The clever cool element does what it says, keep it cool.

P436.101
P436.103

P436.105
P436.107
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Bopp

Bopp Mini

Bopp Mini is a compact 300ml transparent water bottle 
made of eco-friendly Tritan™ material. The attached carabiner 
makes it easy to clip the bottle onto your bag, belt or other 
gear you take with you. Registered design®

Size 18 x ø 6 cm.

25 x 25 mm.

Bopp Mini is a compact 350ml bottle with a matt body and 
with attached carabiner that makes it easy to clip onto your 
bag, belt or other gear you take with you. Registered design®

Size 18 x ø 6 cm.

25 x 25 mm.

Bopp Mini bottle with carabiner

Bopp Mini bottle with carabiner

Bopp is a 600ml double wall and vacuum bottle with a matt 
body, contrasting lid and ergonomically designed mouth 
piece to deliver an optimal drinking experience. Registered 
design®

Size 24,5 x ø 8 cm.

30 x 30 mm.

 - black
 - white

 - blue
 - green

Bopp vacuum bottle

 - black
 - white

 - blue
 - green

 - grey
 - white

 - blue
 - green

P436.701
P436.703

P436.705
P436.707

P436.501
P436.503

P436.505
P436.507

P436.401
P436.403

P436.405
P436.407
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400ml double wall mug with easy to use push system to 
open and close your mug.

Size 21,5 x ø 8,2 cm.

30 x 60 mm.

450ml AS outside and PP inside tumbler with screw on 
drinking lid and unique push button closure to avoid spilling.

Size 22 x ø 8,5 cm.

35 x 30 mm.

Double wall push mug

Leakproof tumbler easy

450ml double wall and vacuum stainless steel tumbler with 
black PP lid.

Size 19 x ø 8 cm.

35 x 40 mm.

 - black
 - red
 - blue

Vacuum tumbler

 - black
 - silver
 - white

 - pink
 - black
 - white

 - blue
 - lime
 - orange

P432.220
P432.221
P432.223

P432.225
P432.227
P432.228

P432.461 
P432.464 
P432.465 

P432.211 
P432.212 
P432.213 
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Nomad
Urban

Metro
Metro is a 350ml tumbler where style is created from 
simplicity. Registered design®

Size 15,5 x ø 7 cm.

25 x 50 mm.

Urban is a 400ml mug which is ideal to use on your desk and 
to enjoy your coffee or tea. Registered design®

Size 11,5 x 8 x 15,5 cm.

30 x 30 mm.

Metro tumbler

Urban mug

Nomad is a 400ml tumbler ideal for outdoor use with its easy 
to attach karabiner. Registered design®

Size 11 x 8 x 17 cm.

30 x 30 mm.

 - grey
 - silver
 - white

 - blue
 - lime
 - orange

Nomad tumbler

 - black
 - silver
 - white

 - black
 - silver
 - white

P432.191 
P432.192 
P432.193 

P432.000
P432.002
P432.003

P432.005
P432.007
P432.008

P432.311 
P432.312 
P432.313 
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Hurricane 105 cm.

Manual design umbrella in 190T pongee polyester with 
aluminium shaft and top, fibreglass ribs, ABS tips and handle. 
Packed in XD Design gift box. Registered design®

Size ø 105 cm.

200 x 150 mm.

23” Hurricane umbrella

 - black
 - grey
 - blue

An umbrella for every day. Come sun, wind or rain, the 
Hurricane can withstand it and offers protection under all 
weather conditions, not just during a rain shower!

P850.101 
P850.102 
P850.105 
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105 cm. 105 cm. 105 cm. 125 cm.

Manual storm umbrella in 190T polyester with fibreglass shaft 
and ribs, PP tips and top and a straight EVA handle.

Size ø 125 cm.

250 x 180 mm.

Automatic umbrella in 210T polyester with metal shaft, metal 
fluted frame, PP tips, metal top and wooden handle.

Size ø 105 cm.

200 x 150 mm.

Deluxe 30” storm umbrella

Deluxe 23” automatic umbrella

Automatic umbrella in 210T polyester with 14mm wooden 
shaft, metal fluted frame and wooden tips, top and curved 
handle.

Size ø 105 cm.

200 x 150 mm.

 - black
 - white
 - red
 - blue

 - lime
 - white/red
 - white/blue
 - white/light blueDeluxe 23” classic umbrella

Automatic umbrella in 210T polyester with aluminium shaft, 
metal fluted frame, metal tips, aluminium top and a curved 
handle.

Size ø 105 cm.

200 x 150 mm.

 - grey
 - black
 - white

 - red
 - blue

Deluxe 23” aluminium umbrella

 - black
 - white
 - blue

 - black
 - blue
P850.301 
P850.305 

P850.201
P850.203
P850.204
P850.205

P850.207
P850.224
P850.225
P850.229

P850.080
P850.081
P850.083

P850.084
P850.085

P850.281 
P850.283 
P850.285 
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125 cm.

92 cm.96 cm.

Manual, 2-fold umbrella in 210T polyester with metal shaft, 
metal frame, metal tips, PP top and handle.

Size ø 92 cm.

200 x 100 mm.

Automatic opening and closer, 3-fold umbrella in 210T 
polyester with metal shaft, fibreglass ribs, metal tips and PP 
top and handle.

Size ø 96 cm.

200 x 150 mm.

Deluxe 20” foldable umbrellaDeluxe 21,5” 2 in 1 auto open/close umbrella

Manual golf umbrella in 210T polyester with metal shaft, 
double metal fluted frame, PP tips, metal top and a straight 
wooden handle.

Size ø 125 cm.

250 x 180 mm.

 - black
 - silver
 - blue

Deluxe 30” golf umbrella

 - black
 - white
 - red
 - blue

 - lime
 - white/red
 - white/blue
 - white/light blue

 - black
 - white
 - red

 - blue
 - lime

P850.261
P850.263
P850.264

P850.265
P850.267

P850.361 
P850.362 
P850.365 

P850.001
P850.003
P850.004
P850.005

P850.007
P850.024
P850.025
P850.029
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Brolly

Resound®

RPET

96 cm.

Brolly is an ecological and high end solution for all those 
bad weather days. The 100% RPET canvas, the ergonomic 
Resound® handle and the unique auto open/closing system 
won’t let you down in the rain. Registered design®

Size ø 96 cm.

200 x 120 mm.

21,5” Brolly 2 in 1 auto open/close umbrella

 - white
 - black

 - blue
 - lime

The forces of nature cannot be tamed yet. 
Brolly protects the environment as well as the 
person holding it up in the rain.

P850.110
P850.111

P850.115
P850.117
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Tovo

Tovo is the ultimate multitool for the Urban adventurer. 
The sleek handle in combination with the stainless steel 
tools provide a complete new look and feel. The multitool is 
supplied with a neoprene pouch and carabiner so it can be 
stored and hooked anywhere. No obstacle is too big anymore 
with this tool’s elaborate 16 functions. Registered design®

Size 16,5 x 15,5 x 3,2 cm.

70 x 10 mm.

Tovo multitool

 - grey/lime
 - black/grey
 - white/blue

Smooth, smart and strong. Tovo is the tool that you cannot lose because of the 
clever hook. Practical carabiner and pouch to protect the smoothly finished 
handles and tools are of course included.

P221.151 
P221.152 
P221.153 
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Grip

16 functions, stainless steel multitool with pakka wooden grip. 
Including pouch and 10 pcs bitset.

Size 4,3 x 10,2 x 2,3 cm.

5 x 32 mm.

14 functions, aluminium cast with pakka wooden inlay, 
including pouch. Registered design®

Size 10,5 x 5,1 x 2,6 cm.

5 x 50 mm.

Multitool with wooden grip and bitset

Classic multitool

Grip is a stainless steel multitool with aluminum grip, has 13 
functions and comes including pouch. Registered design®

Size 10,8 x 5 x 2 cm.

5 x 50 mm.

Grip multitool

 - silver/black
 - black/grey

 - black/red
 - black/blue

P120.329 

P120.359 

P221.101
P221.102

P221.104
P221.105
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Tovo Tovo is the ultimate pocket knife for the Urban adventurer. 
The sleek handle in combination with the stainless steel tools 
provide a complete new look and feel. The pocket knife has 
an integrated carabiner so it can be conveniently hooked 
anywhere. With its 10 functions, no obstacle is too big for this 
tool. Registered design®

Size 10,3 x 12,7 x 2 cm.

70 x 10 mm.

13 functions, aluminium matt anodized pocket knife with 
a big blade, saw, fish scaler, nail puller, scissors, bottle 
opener, slotted screwdriver, can opener, corkscrew, phillips 
screwdriver, small blade, nail file and awl plus the Quattro 
torch in aluminium.

Size 12,5 x 9,5 x 3,5 cm.

10 x 20 mm.
Tovo pocket knifeAAA

3

Outdoor Quattro set

Set with 14 functions, stainless steel multitool with aluminium 
anodized handle and aluminum torch with 9 white LED’s.

Size 14 x 13 x 4 cm.

25 x 10 mm.

 - silver
 - blue

 - lime
 - orange

AAA

3

Multitool and torch set

 - grey
 - red
 - blue

 - grey/lime
 - black/grey
 - white/blue

P135.111 
P135.112 
P135.113 

P221.192
P221.195

P221.197
P221.198

P238.082 
P238.084 
P238.085 
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When you don’t want to get lost anymore this expedition set 
with 8x21 binocular and military compass with magnifier and 
target marker will always direct you back home.

Size 17 x 18 x 5,3 cm.

30 x 10 mm. 8 21

Spotting wildlife will become much easier with this strong 
10x50 binocular with blue lenses. The shoulder strap makes 
it comfortable to take along and easy to use. Once you get 
back from your adventure the binocular can be stored in it’s 
own luxury box.

Size 22,5 x 21,5 x 9 cm.

ø 105 mm.

Outdoor survival set

10 50

Vision binocular

Anodized aluminum with laser striped body, 9 white LED.

Size 10 x ø 3,2 cm.

30 x 8 mm.
AAA

3

Aluminium torch

Aluminum lantern, ideal for on the camping table or in the 
tent. It can also be used as a torch with different light stands.

Size 10,3 x ø 4 cm.

15 x 30 mm.

 - black
 - silver

 - green
 - orange

AAA

3

Utility light

 - grey
 - red
 - blue

P412.121 

P412.011 

P510.351
P510.352

P510.357
P510.358

P513.532 
P513.534 
P513.535 
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13 functions, black stainless steel multitool with Swiss Peak 
logo. Including black Swiss Peak pouch. Registered®

Size 10,5 x 4,5 x 2,2 cm.

60 x 5 mm.

Multifunctional hammer with stainless steel components and 
7 functions. Including black Swiss Peak pouch. Registered®

Size 19,5 x 20,5 x 3,5 cm.

15 x 15 mm.

Swiss Peak multitoolSwiss Peak hammer multitool

10x25, with high quality ruby lenses to get everything 
what is far away very close by, including Swiss Peak pouch. 
Registered®

Size 18,6 x 25,5 x 6,3 cm.

35 x 30 mm. 10 25

Swiss Peak binocular

Stong 1W outdoor light with a very strong aluminum body, 
including a Swiss Peak pouch. Registered®

Size 14,8 x ø 3,3 cm.

25 x 20 mm.
AAA

3

Swiss Peak torch
P221.941 P221.951 P412.941 P513.941 
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Magnum Magnum is a high quality 5m/19mm measuring tape in 
double graduation to measure horizontally and vertically and 
comes with a continuous auto stop to make your work easier. 
Registered design®

Size 8 x 7 x 4 cm.

40 x 15 mm.

Magnum double tape

There’s always two sides to the story. Magnum 
tells the same story from both sides. Always sure, 
from whichever side you approach the situation.

P113.001 
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ABS body with carbon steel tools: 2 slotted, 2 phillips, 1 torx 
and 4 white LED’s to give you a clear view of what you are 
working on.

Size 9 x ø 3cm.

25 x 7 mm.
AAA

2

Bit set including screwdriver with black and red handle, bit 
holder and 10pcs nickel plated bits: PH0, PH1, PH2, SL3, SL4, 
SL5, SL6, PZ0, PZ1 and PZ2, packed in grey colour box which 
opens automatically. Registered design®

Size 13 x 8 x 2 cm.

40 x 9 mm.

6 in 1 screwdriver set

Tool Pro bit set

38 pcs tool set including 28 pcs carbon steel bits, 9 pcs 
socket, 4/4,5/5/5,5/6/7/8/10/12mm, chrome plated, heat 
treated carbon steel, ratchet screwdriver with red and black 
handle, packed in red and black transparent box PC box.

Size 14,5 x 8,5 x 3,8 cm.

80 x 45 mm.

Tool Pro 38pcs tool set

39 pcs Tool Pro set in black case with red details. Registered 
design®

Size 27,7 x 20,3 x 6,7 cm.

70 x 30 mm.

Essential Tool Pro set

P221.161 

P238.072 

P238.064 

P238.804 
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Odin

Odin is the help you need during any car break down or even 
an accident. All necessary tools from safety light and torch to 
safety hammer and seatbelt cutter are combined in a robust 
body. Registered design®

Size 21 x 9,6 x 4 cm.

45 x 15 mm.
AAA

3

Odin safety torch

Something that you do not want to ever have to use fully, but 
that you’d want to know you have in your car? Odin is the Red 
Dot Design Award winning car safety product: Three functions 
combined in one product!

P239.313 
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Thor

Thor is an emergency safety hammer. If you ever need 
to smash your window, Thor will get you out. Registered 
design®

Size 17,5 x 3 x 8,5 cm.

30 x 10 mm.

Emergency light, silver ABS case, 1 white LED  and 9 red flash 
lights at side, cutter, window breaker and magnetic base to 
place on the roof of the car.

Size 19,5 x 7 x 4 cm.

15 x 20 mm.

Thor safety hammer

AA
2

Emergency light with hammer

Aluminium body with 9 white LED’s on the top of the torch, 
18 white LED’s + 6 red LED’s on the side of the torch.

Size 24,5 x ø 3 cm.

90 x 40 mm.
AAA

3

Safety torch with magnet

P239.323 

P239.212 

P239.402 
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ABS case with red LED and keyring.

Size 2 x 3,5 x 7,5 cm.

10 x 15 mm.
AAA

2

Multifunctional tire gauge in ABS case with all necessary 
safety functions. You will be able to check your tires and even 
deflate them, cut your seat belt, brake your window and light 
the environment.

Size 19,5 x 6 x 2,8 cm.

20 x 10 mm.

Alcohol breath tester

AAA

2

All in one digital tire gauge

Safety set comprising of a strong 0.5W LED torch with 
integrated bottle opener at the back and multifunctional 
knife with emergency hammer and belt cutter. Both items 
can be stored in a Swiss Peak pouch and stored in the car in 
case of any emergencies. Registered®

Size 16 x 17 x 4 cm.

35 x 8 mm.
AAA

3

Swiss Peak car safety set

P239.501 

P239.311 P239.941 
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24 pcs zipper pouch, including bandage, medical gloves, pair 
of scissors and tape in nylon pouch, contents are flat packed 
so complete set fits mailbox, 200g. Conform EN 13485:2003.

Size 10 x 15 x 5 cm.

80 x 60 mm.

350ml stainless steel outside and ABS inside mug with 
handle, 0,2L detachable first aid compartment (including 
foldable scissors, bandage, antiseptic pads, tape and plasters, 
conform EN 13485:2003) also to be used as mug. Registered 
design®

Size 8,3 x 12,3 x 20 cm.

35 x 60 mm.

Mail size first aid kit

First aid coffee mug

Hospital tin box with all necessary alcohol pads, plasters, 
scissors, bandages, etc. for any emergency, Conforms with 
EN 13485:2003. Registered design®

Size 18 x 15,3 x 11,5 cm.

30 x 15 mm.

Home clinic

EVA case with reflective vest, dynamo torch, silver 
emergency blanket, triangular bandage, PBT bandages, 
alcohol pads, antiseptic swabs, cleansing towelettes, 
non-woven swabs, tape, plasters, pins and plastic scissor all 
conform EN13485:2003.

Size 35 x 8 x 14 cm.

180 x 25 mm. 1

47 pcs first aid car kit

 - black
 - white
 - red

P265.121 
P265.123 
P265.124 

P265.064 

P265.284 

P239.304 
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Vulcan

Vulcan helps you extinguish small fires in no time. The 
1x1m fire blanket is stored in a well designed case that you 
can easily hang in your kitchen. This keeps the fire blanket 
available for immediate duty instead of keeping it in a 
drawer, should a fire brake out. Registered design®

Size 23,5 x 17 x 4,7 cm.

80 x 50 mm.

Vulcan fire blanket

Both form and function are combined in Vulcan. 
The smooth design of the casing suits any kitchen 
design and the blanket can help in situations where 
water is not the right solution to put out a fire at 
the tug

P265.333 
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Keep in control of your health with this blood pressure and 
pulse rate meter and keep track of your history. To make it 
even more convenient you can easily share your data with 
e.g. your personal doctor. (For iPod touch, iPhone 3 & 4, or 
iPad only.)

Size 11,5 x 11,5 x 6,6 cm.

30 x 15 mm.
Li-ion

1

Anti-slip shoe spike set which fits from size 36-48 shoe size 
and comes in waterproof pouch.

Size 17 x 9,5 x 4 cm.

60 x 100 mm.

iHealth BPM + app

Set of shoe spikes

Set including FM radio pedometer with headset and 
heart rate monitor, watch with accurate wireless pulse 
measuring,visual and audio alert, user profile like gender, 
weight, exercise intensity and target heart rate percentage. 
Watch has calendar, stopwatch, 2 countdown timers, alarm 
andwaterproof up to 30 meter.

Size 16,7 x 13,6 x 5,7 cm.

100 x 60 mm. 3

Jogging set

P417.053 

P239.261 

P417.041 
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chargers info
Need Power? This overview might help you with your buying decision for a charger.

media use

extend use / play time:

talk time

audioTablet* Phone* MP3* Charger**

Extra:

Charges 
up to:

+ 3 hrs. + 24 hrs. + 600 hrs.

Extra:

Charges 
up to:

+ 1,5 hrs. + 12 hrs. + 300 hrs.

Extra:

Charges 
up to:

+ 12 hrs. + 300 hrs.

Extra:

Charges 
up to:

+ 6 hrs. + 150 hrs.

*  Charging capacities may vary per tablet, smartphone or MP3 player. 

**  Not all products can be found in this catalogue. Please contact us if you need more details for these items

extend use / play time:

media use

talk time

audio

chargers info

Tablet* Phone* MP3* Charger**

Extra:

Charges 
up to:

+ 5 hrs. + 120 hrs.

*  Charging capacities may vary per tablet, smartphone or MP3 player. 

**  Not all products can be found in this catalogue. Please contact us if you need more details for these items

Extra:

Extra:

Extra:

Charges 
up to:

Charges 
up to:

Charges 
up to:

+ 4 hrs.

+ 4 hrs.

+ 2,5 hrs.

+ 90 hrs.

+ 90 hrs.

+ 50 hrs.
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Sunshine Sunflower

Resound®

Sunflower brings solar energy to your desk with a smile! The 
2500mAh rechargeable lithium battery inside is powerful 
enough to easily charge your mobile phone or MP3 player. 
The solar charger has an USB output and mini-USB input. 
Including mini USB cable. Registered design®

Size 23 x 10 x 10 cm.

25 x 20 mm.
Li-ion

1

Sunshine is the bunch of flowers that fits every desk or 
household. Due to its unique Resound® material combination 
and the 5 integrated solar panels it’s a very sustainable 
gift. The 2600mAh rechargeable lithium battery will make 
sure you can store all that energy and pass it through to 
yourmobile device whether it’s a phone or a tablet. Including 
a Micro USB cable. Registered design®

Size 22 x 6,5 x 4,3 cm.

15 x 10 mm.

Solar Sunflower

Li-ion

1

Sunshine solar charger
P323.233 P323.003 
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Tab

Suntree

Suntree uses 9 solar leaves to charge your mobile phone or 
MP3 player using solar cell technology. A real eye catcher 
for any desk, with a powerful 1350mAh rechargeable lithium 
battery inside. The solar charger has an USB output and mini-
USB input. Including a mini USB cable. Registered design®

Size 10 x 10 x 22 cm.

40 x 12 mm.

Tab is a multifunctional solar charger with a powerful 2600 
mAh rechargeable lithium battery. It doesn’t only charge 
yourphone or tablet but due to the unique shape it also holds 
your device. This allows you to comfortably watch a movie 
without being afraid your battery will die. Including a Micro 
USB cable. Registered design®

Size 11,1 x 7 x 1,8 cm.

40 x 8 mm.

Solar Suntree

Li-ion

1

Tab solar charger stand

P280.132 

P323.203 

Li-ion

1
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Sol

Bat

Port
1

1

1 2

2

Port is the ideal mobile solar charger with embedded USB 
port. Due to the integrated suction pad it can be attached to 
any window, whether it’s at home, in the car or on the plane. 
You are backed up by an internal 1000 mAh rechargeable 
lithium battery which brings your stored sun-power wherever 
you go. Registered design®

Size 2,6 x ø 10 cm.

ø 70 mm.
Li-ion

1

Bat is your help in need when you need to make that last call. This 
charger comes with a 500mAh rechargeable lithium battery inside, 
black USB input, black Micro USB and iPhone 3 & 4 output plug 
integrated. Including black XD Design travel pouch. Register design®

Size 7,8 x 5 x 1,5 cm.

30 x 7 mm.

Port solar charger

Li-ion

1

Bat emergency battery

Sol uses 2 big solar panels which are connected to the 
800mAh rechargeable lithium battery inside to charge your 
mobile phone or MP3 player wherever you go. The charger 
has an USB output and mini-USB input. Including black 
XDDesign travel pouch and mini USB cable. Registered 
design®

Size 11 x 6,5 x 1,5 cm.

80 x 40 mm.
Li-ion

1

Sol travel charger

P323.142 

P323.303 

P323.103 
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Detachable 800mAh backup battery for all iPhone’s using 
the 30 pins connector (iPhones 3 & 4). The battery itself can 
be charged with the charging cable.

Size 2,2 x 5,5 x 1,7 cm.

50 x 10 mm.
Li-ion

1

Wireless charging dock and powerfull backup battery with 
5000mAh internal battery. The integrated lights will indicate 
your remaining capacity to make sure you’ll never run out of 
power and the powerful USB output let’s you use your own 
cable to connect any device.

Size 12,8 x 6 x 1,4 cm.

80 x 35 mm.

iPhone portable backup battery

Li-ion

1

Ultra slim power bank

Solar set with 800mAh rechargeable lithium battery inside 
with an output of 5V/max. 700mA, Mini USB input and USB 
output and 3 charging LED’s. Including spiral USB cable and 6 
mobile phone plugs.

Size 10,4 x 5,1 x 0,8 cm.

30 x 40 mm.
Li-ion

1

Solar charger with 3 LED
 - grey
 - green
 - blue

P324.042 
P324.047 
P324.049 

P324.003 

P280.062 
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Trio

Trio brings the Apple (iPhone 3 & 4), Micro USB and Mini USB 
plug to one small flexible travel accessory. From this day on 
you only need one connection cable to access or charge all! 
Registered design®

Size 18 x 2,6 x 1 cm.

18 x 25 mm.

Portable connector that has two USB plugs with one output 
of 5V/800mA and one output of 5V/1.2A.

Size 4,2 x 3,3 x 6,7 cm.

13 x 25 mm.

Trio connection cable
Double USB car charger

EU standard home plug with an input of 100-240V and a 
strong USB output.

Size 8,5 x 3,5 x 2,2 cm.

15 x 20 mm.

 - black
 - white
 - red

 - blue
 - green

USB home plug

P302.002 

P302.061
P302.063
P302.064

P302.065
P302.067

P302.103 
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Small connector to make your Apple dock universal. Due to 
the integrated Bluetooth technology also other phones can 
use this dock even the new iPhone 5 which has a different 
plug.

Size 5,2 x 4,6 x 0,8 cm.

35 x 25 mm.

Universal speaker with two strong 2.5W speakers which 
make any party surprising and pure fun. The unique system 
allows to connect any phone by just putting it on top of the 
speaker and amplifies the sound.

Size 12,5 x 6,5 x 4 cm.

80 x 50 mm.

Bluetooth audio connector

Near field audio speaker

Powerful Bluetooth speaker with 600mAh rechargeable 
lithium battery to let you enjoy your music wherever you go 
and without any wires.

Size 5 x ø 7,4 cm.

40 x 10 mm.

 - black/lime
 - grey/white

Li-ion

1

Bluetooth speaker

 - black
 - white
 - lime

AA
3

P301.703 

P326.091 
P326.093 

P326.061 
P326.063 
P326.067 
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Sonus

iPhone 4 & 5 dock in ABS ball shape with silicone horn for 
great sound amplification. Registered design®

Size 14,5 x ø 6,7 cm.

30 x 15 mm.

Compact travel speaker with integrated 200mAh lithium 
battery. Can be either connected to your mobile devices or to 
any laptop or computer to enhance the sound.

Size 5,5 x ø 4,3 cm.

15 x 5 mm.

iPhone dock amplifier

Li-ion

1

Speaker

Sonus is a speaker and charger that let’s you enjoy your 
music wherever you go. Connect your MP3 player or 
mobilephone to the 3,5mm audio in and enjoy two 2W 
speakers inside. The solar panel which is connected to a 
800mAhrechargeable lithium battery gives you even more 
flexibility. Including mini USB cable and black XD Design 
travel pouch. Registered design®

Size 9,3 x 15,4 x 3 cm.

45 x 10 mm.

 - black
 - white

 - blue
 - green

Li-ion

1

Sonus speaker charger

 - black
 - red
 - blue

 - green
 - orange

P326.001
P326.004
P326.005

P326.007
P326.008

P326.161
P326.163

P326.165
P326.167

P326.103 
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On ear headphone which brings all your music, high and low 
tone sound to you in a comfortable way with fabric headband 
and 3,5mm audio plug.

Size 17,5 x 18,7 x 7,5 cm.

ø 40 mm.Compact on ear headphone with 3,5mm stereo plug to 
give you a powerful and accurate sound experience of your 
portable devices. Including black string pouch.

Size 2 x 15 x 18 cm.

ø 30 mm.
On-ear headphone

Foldable headphone

On ear headphone with active noise cancellation and  
3,5mm stereo plug to give acoustic music sound and reduce 
surrounding sounds. Including black string pouch.

Size 10 x 15 x 20 cm.

ø 25 mm.
AAA

1

Noise cancellation headphone
 - black
 - white
 - red

P326.111 
P326.113 
P326.114 

P326.311 P326.523 
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PU iPad holder with velvet inside and integrated elastic band 
to carry. The holder can be put in different stands to make 
reading and typing convenient.

Size 24,5 x 19 x 1,5 cm.

45 x 100 mm.

Comes with cable that connects to the earplug port of your 
smart phone. With pickup, hangup and volume button. This 
product helps reducing radiation going through your body 
because you’re not putting your cell phone right next to 
your ear.

Size 21 x 6 x 6 cm.

45 x 15 mm.

iPad holder and stand

Retro phone

Let your mobile phone rest on this dock and use the retro 
head phone (included) to pick up or drop all your calls. 
Registered design®

Size 19 x 8 x 9,5 cm.

45 x 15 mm.

 - pink
 - black
 - white

Phone dock

P320.011 

P280.190 
P280.191 
P280.193 

P280.201 
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Univo

Univo is a universal tablet holder in high density polyester. 
The unique and patented system makes it possible to fit in 
most popular 7” tablets and support your tablet while using 
it. Thanks to its folding mechanism it has both viewing and 
typing stand. Registered design®

Size 21,8 x 14,4 x 2,2 cm.

50 x 180 mm.

Univo is a universal tablet holder in high density polyester. 
The unique and patented system makes it possible to fit in 
most popular 10” tablets and support your tablet while using 
it. Thanks to its folding mechanism it has both viewing and 
typing stand. Registered design®

Size 27,4 x 19,5 x 2,2 cm.

100 x 240 mm.

Univo 7” universal tablet holderUnivo 10” universal tablet holder

 - grey
 - blue

 - grey
 - blue
P320.072 
P320.075 

P320.052 
P320.055 
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Knight Knight

Knight is an iPad zipper portfolio, made of imitation leather 
with an unique dimpled texture. This portfolio can hold both 
iPad and iPad 2 and makes it easy to carry him around in 
style. Including 20 sheets writing pad of recycled paper. 
Registered design®

Size 24,6 x 20,6 x 3 cm.

4 x 40 mm.

Knight is a universal tablet holder, made of imitation leather 
with an unique dimpled texture. The unique and patented 
systems makes it possible to fit in most popular 10” tablets 
and supports your tablet while using it. The elastic band 
makes it easy to hold when you are on the go. Registered 
design®

Size 26,2 x 20,1 x 3,5 cm.

35 x 4 mm.

Knight crafted iPad portfolioKnight universal tablet holder
P773.741 P773.751 
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High density acrylic gloves with touch functionality. 
Packed in a pouch with one front pocket and one zippered 
compartment in which you can store your mobile phone.

Size 22,4 x 14 x 1 cm.

45 x 70 mm.

High density acrylic gloves with touch functionality. 
Packed in a pouch with one front pocket and one zippered 
compartment in which you can store your mobile phone.

Size 20 x 14 x 1 cm.

45 x 70 mm.

Male touch gloves

Female touch gloves

Universal stand with push/auto opening function. You can 
place your phone anywhere on the durable non slip base 
and the touch pen included will help you to easily navigate. 
Registered design®

Size 11,8 x 6,6 x 1,6 cm.

45 x 15 mm.

Push stand with touch pen

Be ready for any conference or meeting with your iPad stand 
on one side an a writing pad on the other side of this holder - 
you can’t miss anything.

Size 27,5 x 22 x 2 cm.

130 x 230 mm.

 - white
 - red

 - blue
 - lime

Essential iPad holder

P301.301 

P301.311 

P325.003
P325.004

P325.005
P325.007

P320.601 
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Touch

Stylo

Stylo brings traditional writing and current technology 
together in one pen. Small notes or a quick sketch can be 
made with the ballpoint on paper or with the precision touch 
pen on your phone or tablet. On top of that all your data can 
be stored on the computer. Registered design®

Size 15,7 x ø 1,4 cm.

25 x 5 mm.

Touch is a 2 in 1 pen that combines the function of 
touchscreen pen with a ballpoint pen. Now you can use it on 
paper and for digital purposes. Registered design®

Size 14 x ø 1,1 cm.

60 x 5 mm.

Stylo 3 in 1 pen

Touch 2 in 1 pen

 - silver
 - grey
P327.150 
P327.152 

P610.472 
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stylus

Ballpoint pen in ABS case with touch function on top.

Size 5,7 x ø 1 cm.

30 x 5 mm.

Stainless steel ballpoint with black rubber tip to use on a 
touchscreen.

Size 10,8 x ø 0,7 cm.

35 x 4 mm.

Keychain BP with touch pen

Touchscreen pen

Aluminum pen set including 1 ballpoint pen with touch 
function on top, 1 pencil and one fountain pen.

Size 16,4 x 6,8 x 1,8 cm.

35 x 5 mm.

Crius 3pcs pen set

 - black
 - silver

 - white
 - blue

 - pink
 - black
 - silver

 - red
 - blue
 - lime

P327.050
P327.051
P327.052

P327.054
P327.055
P327.057

P610.421 

P613.091
P613.092

P613.093
P613.095
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Beam

Folio

Apex
Apex makes giving a presentation pure fun. With one touch 
on the red top you can activate the laser to highlight certain 
parts of your show. On the other hand the ballpoint makes 
it possible to write down important remarks. Registered 
design®

Size 11,8 x ø 1,1 cm.

35 x 5 mm. 3

Folio is a multimedia set that combines all what you need on 
a business trip. The travel case includes: Orby pen in white, 
Station to connects all your portable devices to yourcomputer 
with 4 standard card reader slots and on the other side with 3 
USB ports, Mice is a mouse with integrated retractable cable 
and the Link USB memory stick (1 GB). Registered design®

Size 22 x 3 x 15 cm.

120 x 90 mm.

Apex pen with laser pointer

Folio travel set

Beam is a high end radio frequency presenter which let’s 
you run through your presentation with the page up & down 
button and gives you the ability to highlight with the laser 
button. Including black XD Design travel pouch. Registered 
design®

Size 3,5 x 1 x 10 cm.

40 x 15 mm. 2

Beam laser presenter
P314.113 

P317.103 

P314.103 
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Station

Station connects all your portable devices to your computer 
with 4 slots for 1)SD,SDHC,Mini SD; 2) MS,MS PRO,MS DUO;3) 
M2; 4) TFLASH. On the opposite side with 3 USB ports. The 
light on the top gives you an indication of your connection.
Including black XD Design travel pouch. Registered design®

Size 1,5 x 7 x 5,3 cm.

45 x 28 mm.

Trendy 4 port flower USB hub. White ABS base with 4 wires 
which change to red colour when plugged in and ports in 
orange, blue, pink and green.

Size 7 x 7 x 14 cm.

20 x 10 mm.

Station hub & card reader

Flower 4 port USB hubs with LED light

High precision wireless mouse with integrated USB receiver 
and DPI switch from 1000 to 1600 DPI. The flat and 
ergonomic design makes daily use comfortable for both left 
and right handed people.

Size 10,7 x 6 x 2,5 cm.

20 x 20 mm.
AAA

2

Slim 2.4GHz wireless mouse

P308.103 

P300.561 

P317.002 
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7inch digital photo frame with LED light (16: 9), resolution 
480x234 pixels. Supported memory card format: SD, 
MS, MMC and USB device, supported photo format: 
JPEG,supported music format: MP3/MP4/WMA, supported 
video format: MPEG1, MPEG2, MPEG4, Divx, and AVI. Built-in 
memory 16 MB, can store 10 photos. Extra functions: calendar 
and clock (with alarm). Build-in two stereo speakers. 
Pictures rotating to 90, 180 and 270 degrees and zoom in/
out function. Power supplying: 110-240V 50/60Hz, 9V/1A 
DC adaptor. Including remote controller, DC power adaptor, 
AVCable and stand. Packed in black gift box.

Size 32 x 21 x 6 cm.

80 x 20 mm.

7inch TFT LCD (16:9) picture frame, file format  JPEG. 
Supported SD/MMC/MS cards, including slide show function, 
zoom in/out and photo rotation. USB device can connect 
with your USB disk. Including power adapter.

Size 23 x 16 x 3,5 cm.

80 x 10 mm.

7 inch digital photo frame

7 inch digital photo frame

USB hub with 4 ports on the backside to connect all your 
digital devices. All arms and legs can move around and be 
put in the desired position.

Size 11,3 x 10,5 x 3 cm.

37 x 49 mm.

 - black
 - white

Hubman
P300.040 

P300.011 
P300.013 

P308.023 
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Doc

Doc USB stick is a 2.0 memory flash drive with a very 
compact body but great performance. The integrated clip can 
be easily clipped on to something to make sure you’ll never 
lose it. Registered design®

Size 3,7 x 1,2 x 0,7 cm.

20 x 5 mm.

Doc USB stick 2 GB

 - 2 Gb, black
 - 4 Gb, black
 - 2 Gb, white
 - 4 Gb, white
 - 2 Gb, red

 - 4 Gb, red
 - 2 Gb, lime
 - 4 Gb, lime
 - 2 Gb, blue
 - 4 Gb, blue

Like a pen clipped to a shirt, Doc is connected to a Personal or Laptop 
computer. Subtle in size, powerful in performance, with a capacity of 2 GB 
and 4 GB.

P300.740
P300.741
P300.742
P300.743
P300.744

P300.745
P300.746
P300.747
P300.748
P300.749
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Flip

Tag

Tag2

Tag2 USB stick is a 2.0 memory flash drive with a very 
straight forward and practical design. The coloured clip can 
be easily clipped on to something to make sure you’ll never 
lose it. Registered design®

Size 5,1 x 1,2 x 0,9 cm.

25 x 6 mm.

Tag USB stick is a 2.0 memory flash drive which in addition 
to having a smooth design can easily be clipped on to 
something to make sure you’ll never lose it. Registered 
design®

Size 4,5 x 1,2 x 0,7 cm.

35 x 8 mm.

Tag2 USB stick 2 GB

Tag USB stick 2 GB

Flip USB stick is a high precision zinc alloy 2.0 memory flash 
drive with a surprisingly smart magnetic closer. Registered 
design®

Size 4,5 x 1,9 x 0,4 cm.

20 x 8 mm.

 - 2 Gb
 - 4 Gb
 - 8 Gb

Flip USB stick 2 GB

 - 2 Gb, black
 - 2 Gb, blue
 - 2 Gb, red

 - 2 Gb, white
 - 2 Gb, orange
 - 2 Gb, lime

 - 2 Gb, black
 - 2 Gb, blue
 - 2 Gb, red

 - 2 Gb, white
 - 2 Gb, orange
 - 2 Gb, lime

P300.750
P300.751
P300.752

P300.753
P300.754
P300.755

P300.601 
P300.602 
P300.603 

P300.760
P300.761
P300.762

P300.763
P300.764
P300.765
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Verto

Verto is a set containing a ballpoint pen and a rollerball pen 
made from high quality brass, presented in a sliding box. The 
solid clip with spring function gives this pen set a surprising 
character. Registered design®

Size 16,6 x 4,6 x 2,4 cm.

40 x 5 mm.

Verto pen set

Never be lost for words again. Verto inspires you to start writing the 
traditional way again: on a piece of paper! An evergreen addition to the digital 
texts from Email, Facebook, SMS and twitter texts we have grown used to.

P613.001 
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1 ballpoint pen and 1 roller pen in silver colour with shiny clip.

Size 17 x 12 x 2,5 cm.

30 x 5 mm.

1 ballpoint pen and 1 mechanical pencil in shiny silver.

Size 17,2 x 5,7 x 2,7 cm.

25 x 5 mm.

Hyperion pen set

Tarvos pen set

1 ballpoint pen and 1 rollerball pen in black semi leather with 
silver. Packed in pouch.

Size 17 x 6,5 x 2,5 cm.

70 x 30 mm.

Galatea pen set

1 carbon fibre ballpoint pen and 1 carbon fibre rollerball pen. 
Packed together in black gift box with red inlay.

Size 18 x 8,3 x 3,8 cm.

20 x 100 mm.

Luxury pen set in carbon fibre

P610.002 

P610.032 

P610.021 

P610.271 
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Gift set including aluminum card holder, zinc alloy keychain, 
stainless steel ballpoint pen and rollerball pen. Packed in a 
gift box.

Size 16,5 x 16 x 3 cm.

45 x 10 mm.

Gift set including aluminum card holder and zinc alloy 
keychain. Packed in a gift box.

Size 13,7 x 13,4 x 3 cm.

50 x 15 mm.

Enterprise gift set

Office gift set

1 ballpoint pen and 1 roller pen with shiny chrome clip.

Size 17,2 x 5,7 x 2,7 cm.

25 x 6 mm.

 - white
 - grey

Montana pen set

 - black
 - silver

P613.052 

P613.100 
P613.102 

P610.011 
P610.012 
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Bolt

Bolt is a complete stainless steel ballpoint pen with matt 
finish. The pen can be refilled. Registered design®

Size 14,2 x ø 1,3 cm.

35 x 6 mm.

Bolt ballpoint pen

Bamboo ballpoint pen with silver finish in bamboo box.

Size 2,5 x 5,5 x 17 cm.

100 x 30 mm.

 - silver
 - black
 - grey
 - white

Bamboo pen in box

Bamboo ballpoint pen with metal ring clip and metal tip.

Size 13,5 x ø 1,1 cm.

45 x 5 mm.

Bamboo pen

 - silver
 - black
 - grey
 - white

P610.170
P610.171
P610.172
P610.173

P610.160
P610.161
P610.162
P610.163

P610.319 

P610.329 
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Paper adhesive notes in 4 colours: pink, green, blue and 
yellow all attached in a cardboard thumb. Registered design®

Size 9 x 8 x 0,4 cm.

55 x 30 mm.

Sandblasted thumb – following the ‘Like it’ social media 
theme with 2,5cm keyring.

Size 0,3 x 4 x 5,2 cm.

20 x 20 mm.

Like it post-it notes

Like it keychain

Come across your favourite picture or the present you want, 
mark it with the Like-it clips and share with others what you 
like. Content 20 pieces.

Size 9,5 x 4,5 x 2,4 cm.

40 x 20 mm.

Like it clips

P611.249 

P191.582 P611.212 
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Prestige Elite

Elite is a stylish notebook with fabric inside and outside, 
a 3-fold system and magnetic bar closer. Inside there’s an 
A5 notebook with 96 sheets for all your notes. Registered 
design®

Size 21,5 x 15 x 1,5 cm.

150 x 30 mm.

Prestige is an A5 notebook set with stylish fabric inside and 
outside, magnetic closure and metal plate. Inside there’s 
an A5 notebook with 96 sheets for all your notes. Including 
complete stainless steel ballpoint pen. Registered design®

Size 21,5 x 15 x 1,5 cm.

40 x 25 mm.

A5 Elite notebookA5 Prestige notebook set

 - grey
 - silver
 - pink

 - grey
 - silver
 - pink

P773.480 
P773.482 
P773.484 

P773.470 
P773.472 
P773.474 
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Hard greyboard eco spiral notebook with 60 pages inside 
made of yellow recycled paper with one colour lines, binding 
black double spiral.

Size 17,8 x 14 x 1,7 cm.

70 x 60 mm.

Soft PU notebook with 96 lined pages inside of 80g/m2.

Size 21 x 14 x 1,3 cm.

80 x 60 mm.

XD Eco notebook

A5 notebook

A5 size, elastic band, art paper for front & back of cover, 
round corner, inner pages yellow paper with black colour 
lines, 80g 80 sheets, black page divider.

Size 21,3 x 14,5 x 1,6 cm.

70 x 60 mm.

 - pink
 - black
 - blue

 - yellow
 - lime
 - orange

A5 hardcover notebook

Hardcover notebook with 80 pages inside, page divider and 
elastic band. Including matt stainless steel Victory pen, black 
ink. Gift box in matching colours.

Size 23,6 x 19,5 x 2,7 cm.

ø 100 mm.

 - black
 - silver

A5 size notebook with pen in gift box

 - silver/black
 - black/red
 - blue/white

 - black/green
 - black/orange

P773.529 

P773.020
P773.021
P773.025

P773.026
P773.027
P773.028

P773.531 
P773.532 

P773.561
P773.564
P773.565

P773.567
P773.568
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Knight

Zipper portfolio with zipper closure, handle and removable 
2-ring binder, zippered pocket and slide in pocket inside, 4 
name card holders, USB pocket and pen holder, including A4 
writing pad with beige cover, 20 sheets recycled paper with 
green recycle logo.

Size 36,1 x 28,1 x 5 cm.

150 x 200 mm.

Knight is a zipper portfolio, made of imitation leather 
with an unique dimpled texture and fine red details 
inside. Thisportfolio has all the necessary pockets to store 
documents, notes, business cards, etc. Including a 20 sheets 
writing pad of recycled paper. Registered design®

Size 33,2 x 27,5 x 3 cm.

4 x 40 mm.

Essential zipper portfolio with binderKnight crafted A4 portfolio
P773.631 P773.731 
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1680D zipper portfolio with metal Swiss Peak logo on the 
front. On the inside it has lots of functional pockets for all you 
accessories and A4 20 sheet recycle notebook with white 
cover and recycle logo.

Size 33,8 x 27 x 3,5 cm.

100 x 80 mm.

Portfolio with 2 name card holders, USB pocket and pen 
holder, including A4 writing pad with beige cover, 20 sheets 
recycled paper, with recycle logo.

Size 33 x 25 x 1,5 cm.

120 x 200 mm.

Swiss Peak portfolioEssential portfolio

Zipper portfolio with zipper closure, zippered pocket and 
slide in pocket inside, 4 name card holders, USB pocket and 
pen holder, including A4 writing pad with beige cover, 20 
sheets recycled paper with recycle logo.

Size 34,1 x 25,6 x 3 cm.

150 x 200 mm.

Essential zipper portfolio
P772.941 P773.611 P773.621 
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Milano

1

2

3

4 Milano is a lifestyle cabin trolley designed out of high quality 
EVA and 1680D. The integrated trolley system and handles, 
the small colour details on the outside and matching colour 
on the inside give the bag a new and fresh style. All practical 
things you need during your travel like an inside pocket 
which can easily be reached to take out your tablet or a front 
pocket for your travel documents have been thought of and 
integrated. Registered design®

Size 58 x 36 x 22 cm.

150 x 150 mm.

Milano 2 wheel cabin trolley

 - silver
 - blue

Fashionable, with many discoveries to be made. That is Milano. 
Applies to both city and bags.

1. Milano backpack trolley 
 Page 198

2. Milano 2 wheel cabin trolley 
 Page 187

3. Milano weekend bag on wheels 
 Page 209 

4. Milano laptop backpack 
 Page 199

P703.072 
P703.075 
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Take exactly the allowed luggage amount with you with this 
ABS hard shell cabin trolley with integrated luggage scale 
which measures until 25kg. Inside there are 2 large zippered 
compartments to easily store and separate all you luggage.

Size 50 x 35,5 x 22,5 cm.

65 x 20 mm. 2

1680D nylon cabin trolley with extendable front 
compartment.

Size 37,5 x 26 x 58 cm.

180 x 70 mm.

4-wheel trolley with integrated scale

Extendable cabin trolley

1680D airport trolley with metal colored wheels and 
aluminium trolley system. Front pocket with organizer for 
pasport, pens, mobile phone and business cards. Zippered 
main compartment with mesh zipper pockets inside. Handle 
on top and side.

Size 36 x 25 x 52 cm.

150 x 50 mm.

Office cabin trolley

P703.001 

P775.061 P775.031 
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Compact hard shell trolley made of high quality ABS/PC, with 
long trolley system. Inside it has one compartment for your 
clothing and on the other side there are open pockets for e.g. 
laptop or other brochures or documents and an organizer.

Size 38 x 40 x 20 cm.

63 x 25 mm. 5,4”

20” hard shell trolley made of high quality ABS/PC, with 
aluminum trolley system. The 4 double wheels on the bottom 
make it possible to push him in any direction you want.

Size 56 x 37 x 23 cm.

63 x 25 mm.

Hard shell business trolley

Hard shell spinner trolley

4-wheel trolley “The Spinner”. Pongee polyester interior and 
ABS shell with special doming label area. One zippered main 
compartment with 2 zipper pullers and 1 zippered pocket. 
Handle with double aluminum silver tube.

Size 50 x 22 x 34 cm.

68 x 23 mm.

4-wheel trolley “The Spinner”

 - black
 - green
 - red

P709.001 

P703.012 

P703.631 
P703.632 
P703.635 
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1

2

3

4

5

6

Efficiency in packing, that what this airporter trolley is all 
about. Plenty of pocket space and zippers that allow you 
to secure your belongings. A shame to stow it away out of 
sight in the plane, as this cabin trolley also has good looks. 
Registered des

Size 50 x 18,5 x 34 cm.

100 x 100 mm.

Swiss Peak airporter trolley

1. Swiss Peak weekend trolley 
 Page 197

2. Swiss Peak document trolley 
 Page 194

3. Swiss Peak airporter trolley 
 Page 193 

4. Swiss Peak laptop bag 
 Page 196 

5. Swiss Peak backpack trolley
 Page 195

6. Swiss Peak laptop backpack 
 Page 195

P742.031 
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Protect your laptop in a dynamic style. Both your back 
and your laptop will be protected with the padded laptop 
compartment. The distinguished design bag offers additional 
compartments, organizer and zippers that can be locked. 
Registered design®

Size 31 x 41 x 16 cm.

100 x 80 mm. 14”

Form and Functionality. This backpack trolley combines high 
quality functionalty with designer looks. From trolley handle 
to wheels, this bag catches the eye. Registered design®

Size 31 x 14,5 x 44,8 cm.

100 x 80 mm.

Swiss Peak laptop backpack

15,4”

Swiss Peak backpack trolley

All your documents packed in this business trolley. Papers 
and laptop can be neatly placed in one of the compartments, 
some of which can be locked. With duo-tube trolley system 
for stability on your way. Registered design®

Size 45 x 24 x 36 cm.

100 x 100 mm. 5,4”

Swiss Peak document trolley

P742.001 

P742.081 

P742.021 
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A touch of class. With this weekend trolley you travel in style. 
The heavy material and the solid trolley mechanism are built 
to last, allowing you to use it time and time again. Roll it or 
carry it, the choice is yours. Registered design®

Size 29 x 57,5 x 34,5 cm.

150 x 100 mm.

The laptop bag which offers a maximum protection, using 
strong materials and a padded pockets for your laptop. To 
carry your valuables, carry it as a briefcase with the soft 
padded grip, or alternatively around your shoulder, using the 
adjustable and padded shoulder band. Registered design®

Size 41,5 x 9,5 x 33 cm.

100 x 80 mm.

Swiss Peak weekend trolley

5,4”

Swiss Peak laptop bag
P742.051 P742.041 
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Milano Milano

Milano is a lifestyle laptop backpack designed out of high 
quality EVA and 1680D. The integrated handles, small 
colourdetails on the outside and matching colour on the 
inside give the bag a new and fresh style. On the inside there 
are paddedcompartments for your laptop and tablet and 
many other practical pockets. Registered design®

Size 44 x 35 x 12 cm.

150 x 100 mm. 15,4”

Milano is a lifestyle backpack trolley designed out of high 
quality EVA and high quality polyester. The integrated 
trolley system and handles, the small colour details on the 
outside and the matching colour on the inside give the 
bag a new and fresh style. On the inside there are padded 
compartments for your laptop and tablet and many other 
practical pockets. Registered design®

Size 49 x 33 x 22,5 cm.

150 x 100 mm.

Milano laptop backpack

Milano backpack trolley

 - silver
 - blue

 - silver
 - blue
P705.072 
P705.075 

P728.072 
P728.075 
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600D ribstop, main compartment with 15.4” laptop pocket, 
zippered front pocket with organizers inside, back straps 
can be hidden in back slip pocket, webbing handles on top. 
PVC free.

Size 43 x 32 x 10 cm.

220 x 120 mm. 15,4”

PP hard shell laptop bag that, due to its thick padded interior, 
it gives the right protection to your laptop and all other 
precious goods which you like to carry with you. The efficient 
interior also provides place for your pens, USB’s, etc.

Size 32 x 42,5 x 12 cm.

45 x 13 mm.

Florida laptop bag PVC free

15,4”

Hard shell laptop bag

600D ribstop, main compartment with 14” laptop pocket 
inside, zippered front pocket, 2 side mesh pockets with 
organizers inside, padded handle on front, back straps can 
be hidden.

Size 35 x 22 x 45 cm.

150 x 60 mm. 14”

Florida backpack trolley PVC free

600D and baby ripstop, 4 compartments, padded phone 
pouch, earphone exit and keyring hook, padded carry handle 
and air mesh backing.

Size 19 x 27 x 43 cm.

120 x 60 mm.

Florida backpack PVC free

P703.741 

P732.002 

P703.761 

P703.711 
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Rio
1

2

3

RPET RPET

Rio unites 100% RPET and well thought out design in one 
urban laptop backpack. Inside the bag there are separate 
pockets for all of todays gadgets and even more. All your 
products will be well protected and still easy accessible. 
The padded shoulder straps make daily use comfortable. 
Registered design®

Size 46 x 33 x 15 cm.

200 x 200 mm. 15,4”

Rio RPET laptop backpack

The perfect bag for contemporary metropolitans. Carrying your whole life with 
you all the time, you can rely on Rio to keep hold of it safely.

1. Rio RPET laptop bag 
 Page 204

2. Rio RPET tablet bag 
 Page 205

3. Rio RPET laptop backpack 
 Page 203

P705.901 
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Rio Rio

RPET

RPET

Rio unites 100% RPET and well thought out design in one 
urban utility bag. The bag is on the inside specially developed 
for todays gadget like your tablet, phone, pens, USB’s, etc. 
All the inside content will be well protected but still easy 
accessible. Registered design®

Size 28 x 20 x 5 cm.

150 x 100 mm.

Rio unites 100% RPET and well thought out design in one 
urban laptop bag. Inside the bag there are separate pockets 
for all of todays gadgets and even more. All your inside 
content will be well protected and still easy accessible. The 
adjustable shoulder

Size 32 x 44 x 12 cm.

300 x 180 mm.

Rio RPET tablet bag

15,4”

Rio RPET laptop bag

P820.901 

P732.901 
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This cleverly wired backpack is made in sturdy 1680D 
with integrated earphone cable linked to inside neoprene 
pocketfor your iPad or MP3 player. Just plug in your earphone 
on the shoulder strap and you are ready to go! There is also a 
separate compartment to fit your 17” laptop.

Size 18 x 42 x 50 cm.

120 x 100 mm. 17”

600D, zippered main compartment including 15.4” laptop 
pouch. Additional organizer pockets inside.

Size 12 x 35 x 43 cm.

150 x 100 mm.

Plug & play laptop backpack

15,4”

Basic laptop backpack

1680D and jacquard backpack. Zippered front pocket with 
organizer. Zippered main compartment with 15.4” padded 
laptop pocket. Reflective piping. Two side mesh pockets.

Size 13 x 37 x 50 cm.

90 x 30 mm.

 - black
 - blue
 - lime

15,4”

Denver laptop backpack

 - black
 - red
 - blue

P705.101 

P730.211 
P730.215 
P730.217 

P705.021 
P705.024 
P705.025 
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Milano

Milano is a lifestyle weekend trolley designed out of high 
quality EVA and high quality polyester. The integrated trolley 
system and handles, the small colour details on the outside 
and the matching colour on the inside give the bag a new 
and fresh style. Inside there are 2 separate compartments 
which can be transformed to one large compartment to make 
sure you can take all your gear. Registered design®

Size 35 x 32,5 x 52 cm.

180 x 50 mm.

600D backpack with smart double compartment. This makes 
it easy to separate e.g. wet from dry clothes. Inside the main 
compartment there’s also specific space for small accessories.

Size 50 x 36 x 15 cm.

150 x 200 mm.

Milano weekend bag on wheels

Utah backpack

600D backpack with vertical front zipper and printed color 
detail. Furthermore there are 2 zippered pockets on the side 
and one big main compartment.

Size 47 x 30 x 19 cm.

160 x 180 mm.

 - black
 - red
 - blue

 - lime
 - orange

Dallas backpack

 - black
 - red
 - blue

 - lime
 - orange

 - silver
 - blue
P750.072 
P750.075 

P775.591
P775.594
P775.595

P775.597
P775.598

P775.021
P775.024
P775.025

P775.027
P775.028
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300D high density extra strong fabric. Shoulder strap 
included. One zipper closure main compartment and one 
zipper closure pocket on front with one hang pocket inside. 
Including side carry handles.

Size 57 x 23 x 23 cm.

140 x 100 mm.

300D high density extra strong fabric. With extendable 
trolley system, silver coloured wheels and adjustable 
shoulder strap. One front pocket and one zipper closure main 
compartment.

Size 62 x 31 x 32 cm.

140 x 100 mm.

Ultimate weekend bag

Basic weekend trolley

600D and 210D ribstop, large main compartment with 
zipper closure. Plenty of inside zipper pockets, including one 
detachable mesh zipper pocket. Aluminum trolley handle in 
matching colour. Including name card holder. The ultimate off 
the road travel bag.

Size 43,5 x 75 x 38 cm.

350 x 120 mm.

 - black
 - blue
 - green

Large adventure trolley
 - black
 - blue
 - green

P707.021 
P707.025 
P707.027 

P790.001 
P790.005 
P790.007 

P750.005 
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600D ribstop, zippered front pocket with organizers inside, 
side pocket, shoe pocket, webbing handles and shoulder 
strap, 4 stand feet on base, PVC free.

Size 55 x 26 x 27,5 cm.

220 x 100 mm.

600D ribstop, main compartment, big front compartment, 
zippered front pocket with organizers inside, webbing 
handles and shoulder strap, thick padded handle on side.

Size 61 x 28 x 28 cm.

250 x 120 mm.

Florida sports bag PVC free

Florida trolley weekend bag PVC free

1. Florida backpack trolley PVC free 
 Page 200

2. Florida trolley weekend bag PVC free 
 Page 213

3. Florida toilet bag PVC free 
 Page 214 

4. Florida sports bag PVC free 
 Page 213 

5. Florida laptop bag PVC free
 Page 201

6. Florida backpack PVC free 
 Page 200

P703.731 

P703.721 
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Travel plug set, white fire resistant ABS, white translucent 
cover, 4 types of power plug, convert to universal AC outlet, 
power input/output 110V-250V, packed in white box.

Size 6 x 4 x 5 cm.

45 x 25 mm.

4 types of power plugs, convert to universal AC outlet, AC 
max. 250V/6A, USB max. 5V/500mA DC, packed in black 
pouch.

Size 9,6 x 5,6 x 4,4 cm.

30 x 10 mm.

3pcs travel plug set

Travel plug with USB port

600D ribstop, main compartment, metal hook, mirror, mesh 
pocket inside, front pocket, mesh pocket at left side, 4 TPR 
stand feet on bottom, PVC free.

Size 27 x 15,5 x 14,5 cm.

150 x 40 mm.

Florida toilet bag PVC free

Digital luggage scale, max capacity 40kg, division 100g, zero 
and tare function, low battery and overload function.

Size 3,5 x 10 x 3 cm.

20 x 15 mm. 1

Digital luggage scale

 - black
 - white
 - lime

P820.173 

P300.361 

P703.751 

P820.301 
P820.303 
P820.307 
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AAA

1

Li-ion

1

1

AA
2

#

17”

10 25

This method is the fastest and most 
accurate because it allows printing of 
logos with a high number of colours on 
usually most surfaces. Generally the print is 
applied on small objects made of plastic or 
other hard materials, on which the paint is 
transferred with a silicon pad.

Silk screen printing is a stencil technique
in which ink is forced through a mesh, 
originally of fine silk but now commercially 
more likely to be nylon. It’s an all embracing 
process used on general materials, metal, 
plastic pens and PU (simulated leather).

This is a digital print on a paper label, it is 
then specially prepared for the transfer 
to be applied at high temperature on the 
object using a hot-press.

This technology highlights the logo with 
elegance: the logo is embroidered on the 
object’s surface. The embroidery can be 
made on plain/flat surfaces (clothing) or 
irregular/uneven surfaces such as hats, 
backpacks, bags, etc.

This technique uses a laser beam to print 
text, logos or drawings by engraving the 
object’s surface. Generally it is used on 
metal but the same technique can also be 
applied with excellent results on wood or 
plastic.

This technique uses a small diamond to 
engrave a text or logo on the surface of an 
object. This technique is used to engrave 
glass items mainly.

This is a dry printing method in which a 
heated die is used to apply graphics to a 
surface. The logo will keep the color of the 
material.

Doming is a printing technique where 
several materials, mostly stickers, are being 
applied with a transparent coating. A resin 
layer (epoxyresin) gives a 3-D lens effect, 
and depth and extra brightness to colours.

Pad printing silk screen

Transfer Embroidery

Laser engraving Diamond engraving

Hot stamping Doming

print informationprint information

New - 2013 Quantity in carton

BPA free Size laptop compartment

PVC free Binocular magnification

Energy saving Max. printsize

Bamboo Incl. AA battery

Recycled PET Incl. AAA battery

Resound® material Incl. Li-ion battery

App related product Incl. button cell battery

Layar app

All rights reserved. No part of this work, nor of the information laid down 
herein and/or derivable herefrom and/or developed in connection herewith, 
may be reproduced or used in any form or by any means. Legal action will be 
taken against infringements. Color deviation and printing mistakes reserved. 
Delivery: Terms and conditions are available on request. All imprints illustrated 
in this catalogue are to demonstrate printing possibilities and are for reference 
purposes only.
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